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Global Shale Gas Basins, Top Reserve 
Holders 



Shale Gas Plays in the Continental 
United States 



Energy Trends 
How U.S. gas extraction affects the global energy market 



Table 1. Technically recoverable shale oil and shale gas 
unproved resources in the context of total world resources   

Source: Data 
compiled by the 
U.S. Energy 
Information 
Administration 



Table 2. Wet natural gas production and resources (trillion cubic feet) Via EIA 



Table 2 Continued… 



Chart 1. U.S. net imports of natural gas (all types), 2003-12 
Via EIA 
billion cubic feet (Bcf) 

Increase in U.S. export of gas:  



Chart 2. Natural gas consumption by sector in U.S., 1990-2040  
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) 

Residential is only 
sector expected to 
decrease in 
consumption (due 
to improved 
efficiency and 
population shifts 
to warmer 
regions) 



Chart 3. Annual average Henry Hub spot natural gas prices in 
U.S., 1990-2040 (2011 dollars per million Btu) 

Energy from natural gas will remain less expensive than energy from 
oil in U.S. through 2040, although difference will narrow over time. 

2007-08: When 
shale gas began 
hitting market, 
but also when 
U.S. stock market 
crashed. Hard to 
tease effects 
apart. 



With production outpacing consumption, U.S. exports of natural 
gas will likely exceed imports over time: 

Chart 4. Total U.S. natural gas production, 
consumption, and net imports, 1990-2040 
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) 



Shortfalls Experienced in the U.S. 
Learning from our mistakes 

Risks 

Benefits 



  “Publicly available data” 
should be in electronic 
format and shared online 

  The lack thereof hinders 
regulatory trust and 
transparency 

  Shale gas extraction is a 
controversial subject, so 
data transparency needed 
improvement 

  Drove the development of 
FracTracker.org and 
FracTracker Alliance 

Knowledge 

Presentation 

Information 

Data 



• Collect 

• Analyze 
• Manipulate, where necessary  

• Map or chart, and then 
• Share it 



Example of heavy unconventional 
drilling activity 

Pennsylvania, U.S. (2005 – July 2013) 

6,910 

14,074  

5,100 

PA is only U.S. 
state providing 
free, publicly 
accessible 
violations data 



Problem 2: 
Drilling is 

occurring close 
to residences. 

Public concern & 
safety need to 
be prioritized. 



Population 
= 314 
million 

Area = 
9.83 
million 
km2 

Population 
= 739 
million 

Area = 
10.82 
million 
km2 

US Europe 



Fire on McDowell B well site near Wetzel County, WV. Burned for 9 days.  
Photo Credit: Wetzel Co. Action Group, Ed Wade, Jr. (Sept. 2010)  



Buckeye Creek spill, Sept. 2009 
Both photos courtesy of WV Host Farms Program 
(www.wvhostfarms.org) 

Water Pollution Events 

Drill site, Harrison County, WV. Landowner 
reported seeing oily substance bubbling up from 
ground and into stream. Driller later cited for 
putting a well pad on top of a wetland area. 



“Environmental” violations peaked in 2011. “Administrative” violations peaked in 2010. 
Distinctions between categories not reliable. 
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Benefits: 
◦ Natural gas burns more cleanly than 
traditional fossil fuels like coal and oil 
◦ Less pervasive in atmosphere 
◦ High energy density (when pressurized into 
liquid form) 
◦ Sulfur is not released during combustion of 
natural gas 



Drawbacks: 
◦ Methane often released during extraction and 

distribution 
◦  2009: Methane emitted during oil and gas 

activities = 328 million metric tons of CO2 
equivalent. (~78 coal-fired power plants) 

◦ Methane is a more potent (yet less pervasive) 
greenhouse gas than CO2 
◦ ~ 40% of gas vented or flared in onshore 

drilling could be captured w/available control 
technologies 
◦  Some CO2 is also released during the gas 

extraction lifecycle 
◦  Natural gas – like other fossil fuels – not quickly 

renewable 



Positive 

  Amount of methane 
emitted from shale 
gas operations may 
be lower than first 
thought (EPA 2013). 

  Shale gas lower life 
cycle GHG emissions 
vs. coal by 20-50% 
(Mohan et al 2011) 

Negative 

  Vs. Conventional oil/
gas: Footprint for shale 
gas greater, especially 
over 20-year time span. 

  Vs. Coal: Footprint for 
shale 20% greater, 
especially 20-year 
horizon. Comparable 
over 100 years 
(Howarth et al. 2011). 



•  Air pollution (PM, Ozone, CO, NOx,  
 VOCs, BTEX, NORMs...) 

•  Water pollution (primarily surface  
 waters) 

•  Light, noise, and smell pollution 
•  Exposure to frac fluid/chemicals 
•  Earthquakes (due to injection of waste) 
•  Traffic incidents 
•  Occupational risks (well pad  

 incidents, H2S, silica sand) 
•  Local community/social impacts  

 and stress.  
•  Read Korfmacher et al. 2012 to learn  

 more 



•  Yes, but how is being determined 
•  Uncertainty of fustill ture reserves, production, and gas  

 prices exist 
•  Shale gas has many benefits if extracted and distributed  

 properly 
•  Need to focus on limiting impacts and emissions 
•  Data transparency and quality need improvement 
•  Check out FracTracker.org to learn more 

In Summary 
Does Fracking Change the Energy World? 



Questions? 

Samantha Malone, MPH, CPH 
Manager of Science & Communications, FracTracker Alliance 

Doctorate of Public Health Student, Environmental and 
Occupational Health Department, Graduate School of Public 
Health, University of Pittsburgh 

malone@fractracker.org  | 412-802-0273 
Maps courtesy of FracTracker.org  

Many thanks to my colleagues at FracTracker for their 
support in the development of this presentation and data. 
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